MET-CLAD

Laser cladding equipment is a new product/process to be offered by Metallisation in 2014.
Laser cladding falls into the group of processes commonly known as hard facing. The laser cladding process is a
method of applying a fully dense, metallurgically bonded and virtually pure coating which can be used to increase the
wear resistance, corrosion resistance or impact performance of metallic components. In some cases, all three of
these properties can be improved.
The process utilizes a precisely focused, high power laser beam to create a weld pool into which a metallic powder is
applied. The highly accurate nature of the the laser beam allows fully dense cladding with minimal dilution (typically
<5%) yet with a perfect metallurgical bond.
The MET-CLAD system offers a neatly packaged control system for the integration and operation of the laser,
process gases, coolant and powder feed. The touch screen HMI provides an intuitive interface for the operator to
control the entire cladding process. The system can be manually controlled or automatic recipes can be
programmed for repeat jobs. The system also integrates into robot/automation and other peripherals like CCTV
cameras in the cladding booth.
A 3kW laser can be offered in a 19” rack (as pictured) or larger, separate lasers can be interfaced.
Metallisation’s 90+ experience in the thermal spray industry now extends to offer support of this new process. Either
the basic unit as shown can be supplied or full turnkey packages with cladding training and consultancy are
available.
Diode laser with 5 yr warranty on
diodesto operate
Easy

Unlimited recipes and parameter recording

Mass flow process gases and powder feed

Low running costs vs PTA

Dense, fully bonded coatings with low dilution

Down hole stabilisers
High temp process rolls
in the steel industry

Typical Material

Typical Hardness
(Hv)

WCNiCrB
WC Co (83/17)
Cobalt6

Matrix = 500600
Carbide
= 20002500
99725

70

45

NiCrMo

99325

70

FeCrB

99405

70

48
47

Throughput
Grams/min

Coverage
(kg/m2/mm)

70

13
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Coal/ore crushing hammers
Waste incineration boiler
parts
Valve balls/seats
Hydraulic rods

All figures are approximate and offered as guidance only. Performance may vary depending
on application and parameters.
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Typical Applications:

